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Abstract. The subject of this paper is the book market in the four German speaking coun-
tries (FRG, Occ. Germany, Switzerland and Austria) during the period of Tito’s Yugosla-
via (1945–1980) based on the bibliography Serbo-Croatian writers in German translation 
(1776–1993) by Reinhard Lauer (1995). In chronological order the titles of books by contem-
porary writers translated from Serbo-Croatian into German are listed whereby the focus is 
directed to publishers.  The label “Serbo-Croatian” as the name of the language spoken and 
written by several ethnic communities in former Yugoslavia as the source language from which 
the books were translated into the target language German has become a contested label ever 
since. The national affiliation of the respective author of a book overruled the aspect of adher-
ence to a common language. The disentanglement of this literary cosmos has been at stake 
ever since the collapse of Yugoslavia; the label “Serbo-Croatian writer” has become obsolete.

Keywords: serbo-croatian writers in German translation 1945–1980; book mar-
ket in the four German speaking countries (frG, occ. Germany, switzerland and 
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inTroDucTion

literary texts in translation are most visible as books published in the countries 
where the target language is spoken. This was the case in four countries during 
the Tito era: publishing houses in the German Democratic republic (DDr), the 
federal republic of Germany (brD), switzerland (ch), and austria (a) would 
include translations whose source language was then called serbo-croatian. 

in order to assess the scope, nature, and dynamics of literary transfer from 
yugoslavia to the German-speaking countries up until 1980 i suggest focusing on 
publishers. This will allow us to gain an impression of what was published in the 
four countries concerned and which publishers were involved in this business. a 
list of the books published in chronological order will show us the products. We 
will focus not on translators1 or plots but on the book market. 

1 names of meritorious translators and editors are only partially included. 
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The lauer-biblioGraphy of serbo-croaTian WriTers  
in TranslaTion

my contribution consists of an evaluation of the period of Tito-yugoslavia as rep-
resented in the two-volume work edited by reinhard lauer, Serbo-Croatian Writers 
in German Translation: Biographical Material (1776–1993); part i: Chronological Cata-
logue; part ii: Indexes.2

apart from books, literary translations can be published in literary magazines, 
journals, periodicals, or even newspapers. last but not least, anthologies compris-
ing literary texts with a certain thematic focus are sometimes targeted towards 
internationalism, and thus also provide a space where translations from our source 
language serbo-croatian can be found. The bibliography in question located 
translations in all these media.

first of all, i will explain how the material is organized by lauer: The title 
Serbo-Croatian Writers indicates that slovenian, albanian, and macedonian writers 
are not included. 

This painstakingly compiled bibliography consists of several indexes:
 
1) an index of authors with index of works;
2) an index of the German titles;
3) an index of original titles;
4) an index of translators’ names;
5) an index of the newspapers and journals in which translations of serbo-

croatian authors were published;
6) an index of publishing houses and printers; 
7) an index of bibliographical sources; and finally 
8) an index of locations of books in libraries.

furthermore, it should be noted that we are given not only the translated and 
original titles of the translated books and works, and the names of translators and 
editors, but also in the case of anthologies with the titles of the works collected 
in the respective monographs, journals, magazines or newspapers. following this 
method the part covering the period 1945–1980 comprises 380 pages in the bibli-
ography. in an introductory analysis reinhard lauer provides an evaluation of the 
reception of translations of serbian, croatian, and bosnian writers in the German-
speaking countries for the long period 1776–1993.

2 reinhard lauer, Serbokroatische Autoren in deutscher Übersetzung: Bibliographische Materialien 
(1776–1993), vol. 1: Chronologischer Katalog (1069 pages); vol. 2: Register (366 pages) (Wiesbaden: 
harrassowitz verlag, 1995 = opera slavica, nf 27). 
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meThoDoloGical remarKs

in order to extrapolate the dynamics of literary transfer using the data collected in 
the bibliography in question, a few methodological remarks are in order.

1) books by earlier authors that were reissued during the Tito era are not 
taken into consideration.3

2) scholarly editions are not included in the following list.4

3) children’s books in translation are not included in the following list (with 
one exception).

4) Typewritten translations of theatre plays (Bühnenmanuskripte) quoted by 
lauer are not considered.

5) since the book markets in the German-speaking countries were divided, 
with West Germany, switzerland, and austria on the one hand and the 
GDr on the other, this division will be taken into consideration. 

6) The years of publication of the original titles and the dates of birth and 
death of the authors are not given in the bibliography, but were collected 
and added in this paper.

7) The bibliography proceeds chronologically and does not dwell on ethnic 
identities. as targeted towards the field of literary history, all we can ex-
pect and get is a survey of translations of single literary works of authors 
written in serbo-croatian, and we are told where and how frequently they 
were published. Today it is outdated to label these writers simply as serbo-
croatian, and the ethnic affiliations of the authors in question have been 
supplied where possible.

8) The following list of published translations of literature year by year is 
presented grosso modo in chronological order. however, in order to show 
the success of a writer on the German book market, the translated titles 
will be listed under the year when his first book came out in translation. 
small script will be used for references to later editions of single books or 
other works in translation by the respective author. That is why the years 
in the list are given in parentheses. in order to give an idea of the ranking 
of translated writers and books, the most successful ones will adhere to a 
chronological order.

3 for the titles of these books see lauer, 579, 583, 586, 590, 593, 594, 600, 611, 613, 618, 620, 632, 
683, 716, 891, 896.

4 for the titles of these editions see lauer, 590, 600, 614, 666, 823, 846, 856, 874.
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final remarKs

There existed a yugoslav citizenship and also a yugoslav identity. but what about 
a yugoslav literature? Why is it so difficult to answer this question?

The various historical regions finally merging into a common state together 
with serbia following the collapse of the two empires, namely austria-hungary 
and the ottoman empire after World War i, with terrible losses as a legacy of this 
Gehenna, found a common identity only slowly when the unification could be 
negotiated on the political level. The consensus reached on a common language 
called serbo-croatian or croatian-serbian was probably barely acceptable if ap-
plied to a common literature. probably it should be regarded as a “new frontier” 
when during the interwar period Gerhard Gesemann,5 a professor of slavic stud-
ies, literary studies, and ethnology at the German university in prague, called his 
handbook on the subject: Die serbo-kroatische Literatur (1930).6 

The fact that in 1977 the German title given to the translation of a history of 
literature written by the distinguished croatian literary historian antun barac 
(1894–1955) was Die Geschichte der jugoslawischen Literaturen von den Anfängen bis zur 
Gegenwart (history of yugoslav literatures from the beginning to the present), 
thereby differing from the original programmatic title which was Jugoslavenska 
književnost7 (yugoslav literature), may be regarded as a symptom that the politics 
of unification were doomed to fail. The concept of a supranational literature, re-
garded as a progressive project in 1954 when the book came out, was abandoned 
and rejected, a development which went along with the failure of the system of 
worker’s councils developed in Tito’s yugoslavia which was expected to imple-
ment a new model of economic participation and ownership of public capital as 
a “third way” between the soviet communist and capitalistic economic systems.8

5 Gesemann spent World War i in belgrade teaching German language and civilization at a high 
school. after the war he joined the serbian army as an orderly on their retreat through albania. 
in 1935 he wrote a book about this experience entitled Die Flucht: Aus einem serbischen Tagebuch 
1915 und 1916 (munich: verlag albert langen and Georg müller, 1935). Klaas-hinrich ehlers; 
“Gerhard Gesemann (1888–1948) slawist”, in Prager Professoren 1938–1948. Zwischen Wissenschaft 
und Politik, eds. monika Glettler and alena miškova (essen: Klartext verlag, 2001), 351–377.

6 Gerhard Gesemann, Die serbo-kroatische Literatur (potsdam: akademische verlagsgesellschaft 
athenaion m.b.h., 1930 = reihe literaturen der slavischen völker Wildpark). 

7 antun barac, Jugoslavenska književnost (Zagreb: matica hrvatska, 1954). 
8 see Goran musić, “yugoslavia: Worker’s self-management as state paradigm”, in Ours to Master and 

to Own: Workers’ Control From the Commune to the Present, eds. immanuel ness and Dario azzellini  
(chicago: haymarket books, 2009), 172–191; for a German translation of the paper by monika 
mokre, see Goran musić, “Jugoslawien: arbeiterselbstverwaltung als staatliches prinzip”, in Die endlich 
entdeckte politische Form. Fabrikrate und Selbstverwaltung von der Russischen Revolution bis heute, eds. Dario 
azellini and immanuel ness (cologne etc.: isp, 2012), 216–238. 
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seen from outside, the publishers and translators applied the label ‘yugoslav’ 
to contemporary writers and the literature produced in a country by the name of 
yugoslavia. from this perspective there existed a ‘yugoslav’ literature. The dis-
entanglement of this literary cosmos has been at stake ever since the collapse of 
the country and the political decision to suspend negotiations concerning a com-
mon language and the loss of a unifying culture in the spirit of socialist ideals and 
modernization.9 

9 per Jakobson, “Who’s Whose? The balkan literary context”, in Studi Slavistici 5 (2008): 267–
279; svjetlan lacko vidulić, “Jugoslawische literatur: Kurzer abriss zur langen Geschichte eines 
produktiven phantoms”, in Traumata der Transition: Erfahrung und Reflexion des jugoslawischen Zerfalls, 
eds. boris previšić and svjetlan lacko vidulić (Tübingen: francke verlag, 2015), 161–182.
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appenDix:  
TranslaTeD booKs by conTemporary WriTers, 1946–1980

1946

[a / occ. Germany / ch]: The newly-founded Drei eulen-verlag in Düsseldorf 
publishes Kaja, die Kleinmagd (Kajin put, 1934), a familiar and successful serbian 
novel from the interwar period by milka Žicina (1902–1984), with social-realistic 
subject matter. a second edition of a collection of short stories by the croatian 
writer Danko angjelinović (1891–1963) is brought out by alster verlag curt 
brauns in Wedel. 

1947

[a / occ. Germany / ch]: The obscure austrian publisher Zeitschriften- und 
bücherverlag heute (in Dornbirn) releases a three-volume anthology entitled Das 
Land der Serben erzählt. The Graz publishing house Kristall adds to its list a col-
lection of stories, Die Mutter aus Drvar (Majka Drvarčanka, 1945), by the serbian 
writer branko Ćopić (1915–1984), with a second edition following in 1957.10 in 
1960 volk und Welt will publish a collection of stories, Die ungewöhnlichen Aben-
teuer des Nikola Bursac (Doživljai Nikoline Bursaca, 1957), which go through a number 
of editions (e.g., 1971); it is also published in vienna in 1961. in 1964 the auf bau-
verlag will publish a translation of Ćopić’s novel Prolom (1952) entitled Freunde, 
Fremde und Verräter. in 1968 auf bau-verlag will issue his novel Sei nicht traurig, 
eherner Wachtposten (Ne tuguj bronzana stražo, 1958), with a second edition in 1970. 

1948

[a / occ. Germany / ch]: The only book translated from serbo-croatian this 
year is a collection of poems by the serbian modernist Jovan Dučić (1871–1943): 
Die blauen Legenden (Plave legende, 1930), published by the viennese publisher sie-
benberg.

10 for the fate of the publisher as a victim, see Josef martin presterl, “ein Grazer spanienkämpfer, 
schriftsteller und verleger als oper Titoistischer säuberungen”, in Clio, 10 april 2008, http://
www.kpoe-steiermark.at/josef-martin-presterl.phtml; accessed 3 september 2019.

http://www.kpoe-steiermark.at/josef-martin-presterl.phtml
http://www.kpoe-steiermark.at/josef-martin-presterl.phtml
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1949

[a / frG / ch]: in the year of the croatian writer vladimir nazor’s death (1876–
1949) the verlag paul Zsolnay in vienna publishes his principal work, the novel 
Der Hirte Loda: Abenteuer eines Fauns auf der Insel Brač (Pastir Loda, 1938). 

1950

[sfry]: Two political analyses by milovan Djilas (1911–1995) appear from the 
belgrade publisher Jugoslovenska knjiga in German translation: Lenin über die 
Beziehungen zwischen sozialistischen Staaten (Lenjin o odnosima među socijalističkim 
državama), and Auf neuen Wegen des Sozialismus, an address to belgrade students.11 
milovan Djilas was one of four senior members of Tito’s government until his ex-
pulsion from the yugoslav communist party in 1954 and eventual imprisonment 
on political charges, with exile to follow.

1951

[a / frG / ch]: The verlag leykam in Graz releases a translated book Die Hochzeit 
des Imbra Futač (Ženitba Imbre Futača, 1951) by the croatian writer slavko Kolar 
(1891–1963). in 1964 the book will be reprinted by the buchgemeinde alpenland 
in Klagenfurt. suhrkamp puts on its list of newcomers in 1966 Narrenhaus (Luda 
kuća, 1958) by the same author.

1952

[GDr]: The only independent work this year is released by verlag adam und 
sohn in Dresden, namely the libretto Ero, der Schelm: Ein Schelm ist vom Himmel ge-
fallen (Ero s onoga svijeta, 1936) after a folktale retold by the distinguished croatian 
playwright milovan begović (1876–1948) and set to music by Jakov Gotovac.12 
This was accomplished under license from breitkopf & härtel, leipzig, who had 
published the book in 1938. in 1955 universal-edition, vienna, republished this 
work. The piece will be performed a number of times.

11 see lauer, 561.
12 ibid., 568.
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1953

[a / frG / ch]: The büchergilde Gutenberg in Zürich is the first to publish a 
translation of the best-known literary work by a yugoslav writer, Die Brücke über 
die Drina: Eine Wischegrader Chronik (Na Drini ćuprija: Višegradska hronika, 1945), 
by ivo andrić (1892–1975) The Bridge on the Drina is highly successful and is pub-
lished in the following years by europa-verlag in stuttgart, by auf bau-verlag in 
berlin-east, by the frankfurt suhrkamp-verlag, in munich by c. hanser-verlag 
(five printings), by the büchergilde Gutenberg in frankfurt am main, the berlin 
buchklub, the Deutsche buch-Gemeinschaft (berlin-Darmstadt-vienna), and the 
Geneva editio-service. The ullstein verlag in berlin issues a translation of a Tito 
biography by the serbian politician and historian vladimir Dedijer (1914–1990): 
Tito ( Josip Broz Tito, 1952), based on an english translation.13 another book by 
Dedijer is released by europa-verlag in 1970: Stalins verlorene Schlacht: Erinnerungen 
1948 bis 1953 (Izgublena bitka Josifa Visarionoviča Staljina, 1969).
[sfry]: The belgrade publishing house Jugoslavija brings out a timely work 
by Đilas on the death of stalin: Der Anfang vom Ende und vom Anfang, oder: Zu 
den Ereignissen in der Sphäre der Sowjets nach Stalins Tod (Početak kraja i početka, ili o 
događajima u ‘sovjetskoj’ sferi poslije Staljinove smrti, 1953). 

1954

[a / frG / ch]: The Bridge on the Drina is released by europa-verlag stuttgart. 

1955

[a / frG / ch]: Kohlhammer-verlag, stuttgart, releases Jugoslawien, kleines Land 
zwischen den Welten by the serbian art historian oto bihalji-merin (1904–1993), 
which will be reprinted ten years later. 

1956

[a / frG / ch]: verlag Der Karlsruher bote publishes a thin volume of poems, 
Der erleuchtete Weg (Osvijetleni put, 1953), containing translations of poems by the 
important croatian poet Dobriša cesarić (1902–1980). 

13 ibid., 574.
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1957

[a / frG / ch]: suhrkamp publishes a novella by andrić, Der verdammte Hof (Prok-
leta avlija, 1954): by 1966 the book went through five editions. auf bau, berlin- 
Weimar, releases this book in 1975. a political analysis is released this year by Kindler 
in munich and will go through three editions (1958, 1963) and become famous: Die 
neue Klasse: Eine Analyse des kommunistischen Systems (Nova klasa i anatomija jednog mor-
ala, 1957), by milovan Djilas. This year the hamburg agentur des rauhen hauses 
begins publishing short stories by older authors in the series ‘Die stille stunde,’ 
which includes Die Brücke über die Žepa (Most na Žepi, 1925) by ivo andrić.
[GDr]: volk und Welt, berlin, issues a translation of the first novel by the serbian 
novelist Dobrica Čosić (*1921): Die Sonne ist fern (Daleko je sunce, 1951). in 1958 
another work by this writer will be resleased by the same publisher: Der Herd wird 
verlöschen (Koreni, 1954). auf bau-verlag publishes the montenegrin author Ćamil 
sijarić (1913–1989): Die Frauen des Hadschi (Bihorci, 1955). another title by this au-
thor is brought out in 1966: Im Schatten des Urahnenbaums (Kuću kućom čine lastavice, 
1962). The Bridge on the Drina is added to the list of auf bau-verlag as well.

1958

[a / frG / ch]: Kiepenheuer & Witsch (Köln, berlin) brings out another work by 
Djilas: Land ohne Recht (Zemlja bez prave, 1958). 
[GDr]: aufbau-verlag publishes another significant work by andrić, Das Fräulein 
(Gospođica, 1945). There will be eleven editions of this novel by 1983. The same pub-
lisher issues partisan songs edited and translated by ina Jun-broda: Du schwarze Erde: 
Lieder jugoslawischer Partisanen (Zemljo crna: Pjesme jugoslavenskih partizana). With os-
kar Davičko (1909–1989), a Jewish serbian surrealist writer, and his novel Die Libelle 
(Pesma, 1952) the aufbau-verlag adds another yugoslav writer to its list. in 1965 
suhrkamp, frankfurt am main, publishes Gedichte; and the verlag neues leben in 
berlin will also take up this author in 1976, placing him in the series ‘poesiealbum.’ 
rütten und loening, in berlin-east, releases a well-known work by the bosnian au-
thor humo hamza (1895–1970): Trunkener Sommer (Grozdanin kikot, 1927). it is also 
released by suhrkamp in 1961 and in 1962 and republished in 1966 by aufbau-ver-
lag, which at that time was merged with the publishing house rütten und loening. 
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1959

[a / frG / ch]: hohwacht-verlag, bad Godesberg, publishes a book on the 
assassination of King alexander i, the ruler of the Kingdom of yugoslavia, in 
marseille on 9 october 1934: Der Königsmord von Marseille: Das Verbrechen und die 
Hintergründe. The author is an ambivalent figure, the spy and eyewitness vladeta 
milićević (1898–1969/70). 
[sfry]: in Zagreb the lykos-verlag issues an anthology of new croatian and ser-
bian poetry: Ewiges Flimmern. 

1960

[a / frG / ch]: verlag steingrüben, stuttgart, publishes a collection of novellas 
by andrić, which is reprinted twice (1961, 1962): Die Geliebte des Veli Pascha (Mara 
milosnica, 1926). under the same title, ex libris in Zurich will bring out a collection 
of eleven novellas. The first novel of the montenegrin author miodrag bulatović 
(1930–1991) enters the German book market via c. hanser: Der rote Hahn f liegt him-
melwärts (Crveno peteo leti prema nebu, 1959).14 This book will be republished in 1978 
by heyne in munich. Kümmerley und frey in bern issued a collection of prose 
under the title: Jugoslawien: Teppich Europas (yugoslavia: carpet of europe). 
[GDr]: The Dietz-verlag in berlin releases Tal der Kindheit (Dolina djetinstva, 1955, 
1956), the only book by the croatian writer Josip barković (1918–2011) translated 
into German during the period in question. 

1961

[a / frG / ch]: ivo andrić receives the nobel prize for literature. as a result 
of this event the publishing houses reintroduce previously translated novels by 
andrić to the market. c. hanser in munich comes out with Wesire und Konsuln 
(Travnička hronika, 1945). The book is released this year and in subsequent years in 
three editions by c. hanser-verlag, in three editions by auf bau-verlag, in two 
editions by dtv, and also by the Deutscher bücherbund stuttgart, the büchergilde 
Gutenberg, and the Zurich coron-verlag. 15a new Djilas is available in German at 
verlag roven (olten, munich): Anatomie einer Moral: Eine Analyse in Streitschriften 
(Anatomija jednog morala, 1959). This year suhrkamp publishes a book by the emi-

14 bulatović would become one of the most frequently translated yugoslavian authors. his reputation 
appears to have been damaged in later life due to his involvement in various nationalistic 
controversies.

15 before the German translation the novel had already been published in russian and czech. 
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nent croatian writer miroslav Krleža (1893–1981): Die Rückkehr des Filip Latinovicz 
(Povratak Filipa Latinovicza, 1932). This work will subsequently be published by 
berlin volk & Welt, the büchergilde Gutenberg, verlag langewiesche, fischer-
Taschenbuchverlag, auf bau-verlag, and in the berlin buchklub. and there is an-
other significant poet published in German this year: vasko popa (1922–1991), 
whose poems (Gedichte) appear in a volume by langewiesche-brandt (ebenhausen 
bei münchen). popa, born in the province of vojvodina with a romanian back-
ground, will become one of the most frequently translated serbo-croatian poets of 
the time. The verlag steingrüben in stuttgart publishes a collection of stories en-
titled Hände (Ruke, 1953) by the croatian author ranko marinković (1913–2001); 
this work is subsequently republished by the residenz-verlag in salzburg in 1989 
and again in 2008 in a new translation by the austrian Wieser-verlag, Klagenfurt. 
in 1973 volk und Welt in berlin-east publishes Karneval (Karneval, 1964), a collec-
tion of stories by the same author. The relatively unknown publisher hyperion, in 
freiburg im breisgau, introduces a new serbian author, Grozdana olujić (*1934), 
with Ein Ausf lug in den Himmel (Izlet u nebo, 1957). hoffmann und campe in ham-
burg decide to launch this writer in 1966 with Liebe ist wie ein frischer Apfel (Glasam 
za ljubav, 1962); in 1969 the book is published by rowohlt as a rororo-Taschenbu-
ch. The eremiten-presse, stierstadt im Taunes, issues a volume of young yugoslav 
poetry: Junge jugoslawische Lyrik. 
[GDr]: The auf bau-verlag publishes Travnička hronika, the nobel prize-winning 
novel by andrić, under a title different from that used by Western publishers: Au-
dienz beim Wesir. also in stock is andrić’s Die Männer von Veletovo (Veletovci i priča o 
kmetu Simanu, 1955) (2nd ed. 1968.)
[sfry]: a booklet called Ohrid by miodrag pavlović (*1928) and cvetan 
Grozdanov (*1936) is brought out in German translation by publističko-izdavački 
zavod Jugoslavija in belgrade .

1962

[a / frG / ch]: The German-language book market is “f looded” with sixteen 
new or reprinted titles by ivo andrić. Ten editions of Na Drini ćuprija are available 
simultaneously. – c. hanser, for example, offers a complete collection of stories: 
Sämtliche Erzählungen. a small monograph about andrić by marko s. marković 
entitled Tausendundeine Nacht des Ivo Andrić (Hiljadu i jedna noć Ive Indrića) is the con-
tribution of otto sagner in munich to the nobel prize-winner’s publicity. Works 
by bulatović are again translated: his collection of stories Die Liebenden (Djavoli 
dolaze, 1956) by dtv in munich, and Wolf und Glocke (Vuk i zvono, 1958) again by 
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c. hanser. s. fischer (frankfurt am main) publishes Gespräche mit Stalin (Susreti sa 
Staljinom, 1962) by miroslav Djilas. Kindler (munich) releases a novel by the serbi-
an writer mladen oljača (1926–1994), Das Vermächtnis (Molitva za moju braću, 1957), 
and a second edition follows in 1966. rowohlt (stuttgart) publishes a play by Jo-
van hristić (1933–2002), a serbian poet and playwright: Reine Hände (Čiste Ruke, 
1960); it was premiered in Graz.16 in 1965 the bühnenverlag fritz molden (vienna) 
releases his drama in two parts: Savonarola und seine Freunde (Svonarola i njegovi pri-
jateli, 1965). The verlag stiasny in Graz-Wien publishes: Kinder Gottes (Djeca božja, 
1946), by the croatian writer petar Šegedin (1909–1998), and Ohne mich (Na rubu 
pameti, 1938) by miroslav Krleža. This book will be reissued by rowohlt in 1966 
and by volk und Welt in berlin in 1967 under license from stiasny. a collection of 
tales by contemporary prose writers entitled Jugoslawische Erzähler der Gegenwart is 
issued by philipp reclam, jun., in stuttgart, with a second edition in 1966. 
[GDr]: The auf bau-verlag keeps Travnička hronika in print. volk und Welt issues 
Zeit der Besinnung (raspust, 1954), the translation of a work by aleksandar vučo 
(1897–1985), a serbian surrealist. 
[sfry]: matica hrvatska, Zagreb, releases a translation of the poem Jama (1944) 
by the croatian Jewish writer ivan Goran Kovačić (1913–1943) entitled: Das 
Massengrab.

1963

[a / frG / ch]: all works by ivo andrić appear in new editions. c. hanser issues 
a new work by miodrag bulatović, Der Schwarze (Crni, iz: Đavoli dolaze, 1955).17 
stiasny publishes miroslav Krleža’s Bankett in Blitwien (Banket u Plitvi, 1939–1956) 
and the play Die Glembays (Glembajevi, 1932), which volk und Welt (berlin-east) 
reissues in 1972, universal-edition (vienna) in 1973, and Thomas sessler (vienna) 
in 1974. in 1970 volk und Welt obtains license from stiasny for Banket u Plitvi, as 
does athenäum (Königstein im Taunus) in 1984. The insel-bücherei (frankfurt 
am main) also publishes two volumes by Krleža: Der Großmeister aller Schurken and 
In extremis (Veliki meštar sviju hulja, 1917, 1934; In extremis, 1955) – The small firm 
e. hunna (vienna-munich) launches a collection of serbian satires titled Genosse 
Sokrates, edited by milo Dor (1923–2005), an important austrian writer of serbian 
origin. The Kurt Desch-verlag (vienne-munich-basel) comes out with the novel 
Panduren (Seobe, 1929) by the eminent serbian writer miloš crnjanski (1893–1977). 

16 The source is a catalogue card made accessible by the steiermärkische landesbibliothek: http://
webapp.uibk.ac.at/alo_cat/card.jsp?id=12593152; accessed 9 october 2019.

17 see Živojin boškov, ed., Leksikon pisaca Jugoslavije, vol. 1 (novi sad: matica srpska, 1972), 383–385.
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[GDr]: philipp reclam in leipzig publishes a volume of andrić’s novellas: Der Ele-
fant des Wesirs (Priča o vezirom slonu, 1947), with a second edition following in 1969.
[sfry]: Jugoslavija (belgrade) publishes in German translation Jugoslawien ein 
langer Sommer by the serbian czech-born author (born hajek) Jara ribnikar 
(1912–2007). more of her books in translation will be published by c. hanser: in 
1964 Die Kupferne (Bakaruša, 1961); and in 1969 Ich und Du, Geschichte von der Liebe 
( Ja, ti, mi, 1967). That same year the berlin verlag neues leben issues Duell an der 
Drina (Pobeda i poraz, 1963). in 1971 volk und Welt publishes her novel Die Beru-
fung: Das Leben des Pianisten Jan Nepomuk ( Jan Nepomucki, 1969), and in 1982 her 
authobiography: Leben und Legende (Život i priča, 1979).

1964

[a / frG / ch]: more new editions of andrić come out this year, for example a 
third volume of his collected stories by c. hanser (munich). This year also sees 
the publication of two anthologies: Jugoslawien erzählt by fischer (frankfurt am 
main), and Jugoslawische Lyrik der Gegenwart, with sigbert mohn in Gütersloh. The 
verlag claasen in hamburg bets on the serbian writer erih Koš (1923–2010) with 
Die Spatzen von Van Pe (Vrapci Van Pea, 1962). in 1965 will follow his novel Wal-
Rummel (Čudnovata povest o Kitu Velikom takođe Veliki Mak, 1956); in 1967 Montene-
gro, Montenegro (Il tifo, 1958); and in 1970 Eis (Sneg i led, 1961). a volume of stories 
by vladen Desnica (1905–1967), a croatian lawyer and writer, finds a publisher in 
Zurich with fretz & Wasmuth: Die Geschichte vom Mönch mit dem grünen Bart (Fratar 
sa zelenom bradom, 1959). The verlag horst erdmann is a small publisher in hoch-
alb/schwarzwald where milo Dor could place a book with radio plays written by 
yugoslav contemporary writers, Der Flug des Ikaros: Jugoslawische Autoren von heute. 
suhrkamp issues the first German edition of Beisetzung in Theresienburg (Sprovod 
u Teresienburgu, 1945) by miroslav Krleža, and this work will be reissued by the 
insel-verlag (leipzig) in 1977. stiasny publishes Europäisches Alphabet: Aus den kul-
turgeschichtlichen Essays (Alfabetar evropskih ličnosti) by the same author, a collection 
of essays chosen by himself for translation.18 stiasny also publishes more transla-
tions of Krleža: Der kroatische Gott Mars (Hrvatski bog Mars, 1922); Die Glembays as a 
stage manuscript; the play In Agonie (U agonji, 1931), and the comedy Leda: Komödie 
einer Karnevalsnacht in vier Akten (Leda, 1930). Bankett in Blitwien is also republished. 
The viennese (communist) Globus-verlag issues Das geschenkte Leben (Krv nije sve, 
1961) by aleksandar vojnović (1922–1999). 

18 see lauer, 703f.
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[GDr]: This last translation is also published by verlag der nationen in berlin. 
in 1970 Minen und Wölfe (Prognanin, 1967) will follow. The author is considered a 
yugoslav national hero who describes in his works the suffering of the partisans 
interned in austrian concentration camps.

1965

[a / frG / ch]: The schweizerische ost-institut in bern puts out a political book 
Moskauer Sommer 1964 (Ljeto Moskovsko, 1965) by the dissident mihailo mihailov 
(1934–2010). c. hanser in munich publishes bulatović’s Der Held auf dem Rücken 
des Esels (Heroj na magarcu, 1964). This book was highly successful; it went through 
four editions and was also published by the büchergilde Gutenberg (1967), dtv 
(1967), the Deutscher bücherbund (1969), and by heyne in munich (1980). milo 
Dor publishes the anthology Ein Orden für Argil: Jugoslawien in Erzählungen seiner 
besten zeitgenössischen Autoren in the series “Geistige begegnungen des instituts für 
auslandsbeziehungen.” a self-published book by the croatian-born swiss book-
binder and writer Josef veselić (1888–1976) is made available in Zurich: Südslawis-
che Novellen und anderes.
[GDr]: The verlag neues leben publishes the novel Die tanzende Sonne (Divota 
prašine, 1954) by the croatian writer vjekoslav Kaleb (1905–1996); the work is 
released in vienna the same year by the buch-Gemeinde. The publishing-house 
insel (leipzig) offers its readers a collection of stories by ivo andrić entitled Der 
Weg des Alija Djerzelez und andere Erzählungen (Put Alije Ðerzeleza [i druge priče]). a 
drama titled Harlekin und Mädchen (Pijesak i pjena, 1958) by the croatian literary 
historian and writer Jure Kaštelan (1919–1990), finds a publisher in the Wassilius 
verlagsgesellschaft in berlin. 
[sfry]: a German translation of a pamphlet on the yugoslavian economic model 
by croatian historian Dušan bilandžić (*1924) entitled Die gesellschaftliche Verwal-
tung (Društveno upravljanje) is published in belgrade. 

1966

[a / frG / ch]: Three books by miodrag bulatović are republished along with a 
new release by c. hanser: Godot ist gekommen: Variationen über ein sehr altes Thema 
(Godot je došao, 1965). suhrkamp issues Staatsexamen: Aphorismen (Piši kao što ćutiš, 
1965; second edition 1967) by the serbian author brana crnčević (1933–2011). 
piper (munich) publishes Die Exekution und andere Erzählungen (Gubavac i druge priče, 
serbo-croatian 1989, english 1964) by milovan Djilas; in 1968 dtv and the Darm-
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stadt moderner buch-club will publish this book as well. The verlag steingrüben 
(stuttgart) issues the novel Das Schlüsselloch (Bela žena, 1955) by the serbian au-
thor branko v. radičić (1925–2001). c. hanser (munich) publishes a story by the 
croatian author antun Šoljan (1932–1993): Der kurze Ausf lug (Kratki izlet, 1965). 
The scherz-verlag (bern-munich-vienna) issues a novel by the bosnian author 
Derviš sušić (1925–1990): Danilo und die Weltgeschichte ( Ja, Danilo, 1960) which 
is also translated into other foreign languages this year. With Tausendundein Tod 
(Hiljadu i jedna smrt, 1933) stiasny in Graz publishes a collection of nine texts by 
miroslav Krleža as a new release. a slim volume of poems (Gedichte) by the croa-
tian poet Drago ulama (1936–2011) is brought out by the verlag sigbert mohn in 
Gütersloh.
[GDr]: The Dieterich’sche verlagsbuchhandlung in leipzig publishes an anthol-
ogy of yugoslav narrative writers: Jugoslawische Erzähler von Lazarević bis Andrić, 
edited by manfred Jähnichen (second edition in 1976).

[1967]

[a / frG / ch]: five works by ivo andrić are reprinted. Dtv (munich) releases a 
volume of stories by ivo andrić called Die Frau auf dem Stein (Žena na kamenu), as 
does the verlag paulus (recklinghausen) under the title Jelena: Erzählungen ( Jenena, 
žena koje nema). The novel Für Tote Eintritt verboten (Mrtvacima ulaz zabranjen, 1960) 
by the croatian author nenad brixy (1924–1984) is included in the ‘Kronenkrimi’ 
series published by eulenspiegel (berlin). This piece of light fiction is released un-
der the pseudonym Timothy Tatcher, and there is also an auf bau edition. in 1969 
it will be relaunched by eulenspiegel and also printed by Tipograf in rijeka; and 
in 1972 eulenspiegel will also publish brixy’s Hollywood gegen mich (Hollywood protiv 
mene, 1964). Works by bulatović are republished by rowohlt, dtv, and the bücher-
gilde Gutenberg. rowohlt issues a translation of a new work by bulatović, Die 
Geschichte vom Glück und Unglück (Priča o sreći i nesreći, [1998]). suhrkamp’s list in-
cludes Kommentare zu ‘Ithaka’ (Itaka i komentari, 1959)19 by miloš crnjanski, and also 
the novel Meine Schwester Elida (Moja sestra Elida, 1965) by the writer mirko Kovač 
(1938–2013). in an obituary this montenegrin author who spent his life in belgrade 
and rovinj is described as a postmodernist.20 The verlag e. hoffmann (heiden-
heim) publishes a writer for young people, vladimir carin (*1913), who will find 
success on the German book market; Ferien in Lipizza is his most successful book, 

19 This work was reprinted again in 2011.
20 D. vlatković and m. m. vulin, “mirko Kovač”, in Leksikon pisaca Jugoslavije, vol. 2, ed. Živojin 

boškov (novi sad: matica srpska, 1987), 329–331. 
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with a new edition in 1971 and other works to follow. stiasny issues Politisches Al-
phabet (Politički alfabetar) by miroslav Krleža, a collection of clippings from various 
essays.21 stiasny also brings out Der Berg der Klagen (Lelejska gora, 1957) by mihailo 
lalić (1914–1992), a montenegrin-serbian author. in 1972 his work Die Hochzeit 
(Svadba, 1950) is published by the Deutscher militärverlag in berlin.
[GDr]: volk und Welt adds new editions of andrić and Krleža to its list. 
[sfry]: Tipograf (rijeka) launches a new series for vacationers, the “ferien-bib-
liothek,” with milan begović’s Zwei weiße Brote (Dva bijela hljeba).

[1968]

[a / frG / ch]: The coron-verlag in Zurich publishes works by authors who 
have won the nobel prize in a series of eighty-three volumes; andrić’s Travnička 
hronika appears as the fifty-sixth volume in this series. c. hanser publishes a new 
novel by miodrag bulatović, Der Krieg war besser (Rat je bio bolji, 1968), which the 
fischer bücherei in hamburg will also publish in 1970. suhrkamp releases the 
first collection of stories by the serbian prose writer bora Ćosić (*1932), Wie 
unsere Klaviere repariert wurden (Priče o zanatima, 1966 ), translated by peter urban. 
a small volume with poems by the serbian writer miodrag pavlović (1928–2014) 
appears in 1968 in stuttgart by an unnamed publisher, while suhrkamp pub-
lishes an extensive collection (Gedichte) that same year. insel-verlag (frankfurt 
am main) is the first publisher to bring out a translation of a work by Danilo 
Kiš (1935–1989): Garten, Asche (Bašta, pepeo, 1965). a new collection of stories 
by miroslav Krleža is released by r. piper & co. (munich): Requiem für Habsburg 
(Rekviem za Habsburg.)22 universal edition (vienna) publishes, Das Gesicht. Ein 
Traburles mit mehreren Unbekannten (Lice) in two parts, by aleksandar obrenović 
(1928–2005), a serbian author and film script writer. The verlag fritz molden 
in vienna takes a chance with milovan Djilas’s study, Njegoš oder Dichter zwischen 
Kirche und Staat (Njegoš, 1966). 
[sfry]: Tipograf (rijeka) issues yugoslav love stories in the series “ferien-bibli-
othek”: Fünf jugoslawische Liebesgeschichten. 

21 see lauer, 749.
22 The title of this collection was actually drawn from a story that božena begović had translated 

into German already in 1948. This information is given in the book in question. This title does not 
appear in Tomislav brlek, “Krleža, miroslav”, in Hrvatski biografski leksikon for 2013: http://hbl.
lzmk.hr/clanak.aspx?id=6990; accessed 9 october 2019.
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1969

[a / frG / ch]: The verlag der autoren in frankfurt am main comes out with a 
text on che Guevara by the serbian playwright and children’s book author Dušan 
radović (1922–1984): Che: Tragödie, die andauert (Če, tragedija koja traje, 1969).  
c. hanser adds a volume of verse to its publishing program: Nebenhimmel (Sporedno 
nebo, 1968), by vasko popa. The europa-verlag (frankfurt am main and Zurich), 
comes out with Tito: Der Weg des Josip Broz (Životnom stazom Josipa Broza, 1968) by 
vilko vinterhalter (1809–1970), and an english translation will follow in 1972. 
suhrkamp publishes the book Mensch und Geschichte (Čovjek i historija, 1966) by the 
marxist philosophy professor predrag vranicki (1922–2002). a special edition of 
the Dortmund cultural journal Hier includes a volume of poems from montene-
gro: Widerstand als Zuf lucht: Lyrik aus Montenegro. The verlag fritz molden (vi-
enna) comes up with a new book by milovan Djilas: Die unvollendete Gesellschaft: 
Jenseits der neuen Klasse (Nesavršeno društvo i dalje o ‘Nove klase,’ english 1957). in 
1971 the büchergilde Gutenberg disseminates this work, as does rowohlt, and 
also ullstein in 1980. 
[GDr]: Works by ivo andrić are reissued by the auf bau-verlag and by philipp 
reclam (leipzig). volk und Welt releases a collection of prose, Moderne jugoslawis-
che Prosa. The auf bau-verlag publishes Der Derwisch und der Tod (Derviš i smrt, 
1966) by the bosnian-serbian author meša selimović (1910–1982). This novel is 
republished in 1972 by otto müller (salzburg) and in 1974, 1975, and 1980 by 
volk und Welt. 
[sfry]: an anthology of new croatian poetry (Anthologie neuerer kroatischer Lyrik) 
is published in German translation by the literary journal Most in Zagreb. 

1970

[a / frG / ch]: books by andrić and Krleža are also reprinted in this year. The 
catalogue for the exhibition of the meDiala group of yugoslav artists in the 
“Junge Generation” gallery in vienna includes poetry by vasko popa. 
[GDr]: as already mentioned, the verlag der nationen comes out with a novel by 
aleksandar vojnović.

1971

[a / frG / ch]: a work by the serbian playwright velimir lukić (1936–1997), 
Die Affaire der unschuldigen Annabella (Afera nedužne Anabele, 1969), is published by 
ahn & simrock in munich. The universal-edition in vienna releases the play 
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Galizien: Stück in drei Akten (Galicija, 1922) by miroslav Krleža. fritz molden in 
vienna adds to his list of newcomers a historical novel by milovan Djilas, Verlor-
ene Schlacht (Izgublene bitke [1994]). (The rowohlt-Taschenbuchverlag [reinbek bei 
hamburg] will also publish this book in 1974.)
[GDr]: a work by berislav Kosier (1930–2002), a dissident serbian writer, is pub-
lished by auf bau-verlag entitled Baum und Adlerkralle (Drvo i orlova kandža, 1958).23 
volk und Welt publishes a translation of Krleža’s Glembajevi. 
[sfry]: oslobođenje (sarajevo) brings out an edition of andrić’s Die Brücke über 
die Žepa (Most na Žepi, 1925) in German translation. 

1972

[a / frG / ch]: Djilas’s The Bridge on the Drina is privileged to be chosen as one 
of the “most beautiful novels of the 20th century” in Geneva’s edition-service-
reihe “Die schönsten romane des 20. Jahrhunderts.” an anthology of young poets 
from yugoslavia entitled Himbeeren sind Himbeeren sage ich, published and translated 
by peter urban, is released in regensburg (regensburger hefte). suhrkamp issues 
an essay by the Jewish croatian economist branko horvat (1936–1997), Die jugos-
lawische Gesellschaft (Ogled o Jugoslavenskom društvu, 1969). reihe fischer (frankfurt 
am main) releases Als die Kürbisse blühten (Kad su cvetale tikve, 1968), a novel by the 
serbian author Dragoslav mihailović (*1930) that was controversial at the time. c. 
hanser publishes a translation of a work by a member of the belgrade circle of intel-
lectuals (praxis Gruppe), the later dissident miladin Životić (1930–1997): Proletari-
scher Humanismus: Studien über Mensch, Wert und Freiheit (Čovek i vrednost, 1969). The 
Drei-eichen-verlag in munich adds to its list of newcomers a how-to-do work that 
was apparently highly successful: petar J. stanković, Medicina divina: Die Heilkunst 
im Lichte der weißen Magie, der Philosophie, und göttlichen Schöpfung (Božanstvena me-
dicina: veština lečenja u svetlosti magije, filosofije i božanskog stvaranja, 1941).
[GDr]: manfred Jähnichen publishes with philipp reclam jun. (leipzig) an an-
thology of stories from yugoslavia: Petres Lied: Jugoslawische Erzählungen.
[sfry]: liber in Zagreb brings out a multilingual edition of miroslav Krleža’s 
Balladen des Peter Kerempuch (Balade Petrice Kerempuha. Prepjevi na česki, francuski, 
madžarski, njemački, ruski). 

23 The digitalized inventory of the aufbau archive even makes it possible to follow the appraisal 
process in this GDr publishing house prior to printing works. before this work was accepted for 
printing, it was evaluated by udo birckholz, manfred Jähnichen, astrid philippsen. see Das bun-
desarchiv, http://startext.net-build.de:8080/barch/midosasearch/dr1_druck/index.htm?kid=f67c910a-
b47d-45b7-9441-5f3ee7b9b3aa; accessed 11 october 2013.

http://startext.net-build.de:8080/barch/MidosaSEARCH/dr1_druck/index.htm?kid=f67c910a-b47d-45b7-9441-5f3ee7b9b3aa
http://startext.net-build.de:8080/barch/MidosaSEARCH/dr1_druck/index.htm?kid=f67c910a-b47d-45b7-9441-5f3ee7b9b3aa
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1973

[a / frG / ch]: books by ivo andrić are republished by the munich publish-
ing houses König and Goldmann. The viennese publisher fritz molden releases a 
new collection of essays by milovan Djilas, Der Wolf in der Falle (Kamen i ljubičice, 
1971/1972). rowohlt will publish a paperback edition of this book in 1976. The 
südosteuropa-Gesellschaft (munich) honors miroslav Krleža with an anthology 
for his eightieth birthday: Miroslav Krleža zum 80. Geburtstag.

1974

[a / frG / ch]: Djilas’s The Bridge on the Drina is [re]published by three publishing 
houses along with more of Krleža. 
[GDr]: volk und Welt releases a volume by Krleža, Essays.

1975

[a / frG / ch]: more andrić reprints. c. bertelsmann (munich) publishes the 
new novel by miodrag bulatović, Die Daumenlosen (Ljudi sa četiri prsta, 1973). Ver-
leugnet Hegel nicht is the title of parts i & ii of a trilogy (Neko je oklevetao Hegela; U 
Andima Hegelovo telo, 1971) by the serbian writer and translator radomir smiljanić 
(*1934) published by the Deutsche verlags-anstalt in stuttgart. part iii, Hegels 
Flucht nach Helgoland (Begstvo na Helgoland), will be released in 1977, and a further 
edition in 1979. The Thomas sessler-verlag (vienna) publishes a stage play, Die 
Marathonläufer laufen die Ehrenrunde (Maratonci trče počasni krug, 1973); the author 
is the serbian playwright, director, and diplomat Dušan Kovačević (*1948). The 
europa-verlag in vienna releases an important book by the austrian-born Karlo 
Štajner (1902–1992): 7000 Tage in Sibiren (7000 dana u Sibiru, 1971).
[GDr]. a newcomer to the auf bau-verlag is isak samokovlija (1889–1955), a 
bosnian-sephardic writer and physician, with a collection of short stories: Die rote 
Dahlie (Davokova priča o živoj istini, 1951), which is reprinted in 1977.

1976

[a / frG / ch]: Three works by andrić are republished. The autobiography of 
ivan Generalić (1914–1992), the prominent representative of naïf painting, finds a 
publisher in the verlag langewiesche; it will be re-launched in 1977 under license 
from the list-verlag (munich). The formerly popular viennese publishing house 
Jugend und volk releases a verse anthology edited by ina Jun broda: Beschwingter 
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Stein: Gedichte zeitgenössischer Dichter aus Jugoslawien. fritz molden in vienna publish-
es milovan Djilas’s memoirs, Der junge Revolutionär: Memoiren 1929–1941 (Uspomene 
revolucionara), translated from the english version, Memoir of a Revolutionary (1973). 
[GDr]: a newcomer to volk und Welt is the historical novel Kaiser Diokletian 
(Dioklecijan, 1973). an edition of this book is also published by the buchclub ber-
lin, with a second edition following in 1977, a third in 1981, and a fourth in 1985. 
This is the first book in German translation (with more to follow) by ivan ivanji 
(*1929), a serbian journalist, writer, translator, and diplomat with a Jewish back-
ground.

1977

[a / frG / ch]: more Krleža-reprints. – Die Geschichte der jugoslawischen Litera-
turen von den Anfängen bis zur Gegenwart is issued by otto harrassowitz (Wiesbaden) 
as a translation of Jugoslovenska književnost (1954) by antun barac (1894–1955). The 
sessler-verlag in vienna comes out with a new translation of a play by Krleža: Die 
Wolfsschlucht (Vučjak, 1923). 
[GDr]: The auf bau-verlag reissues Krleža and publishes Die Festung (Tvrđava, 
1970), a novel by meša selimović.

1978

[a / frG / ch]: Two works by ivo andrić and one by miodrag bulatović are 
reprinted. edition neue Wege releases Jedem das Seine oder auch nicht, a book of po-
ems by the croatian poet Zvonko plepelić (*1945), a bilingual writer.24 part ii of 
Jedem das Seine oder auch nicht appears with the oberbaumverlag (berlin) along with 
another book of poetry by plepelić, Du kommen um sieben, with two graphics by 
christoph meckel. both works will be hailed as newcomers in 1980. The edition 
molden adds to its list the second volume of Djilas’s memoirs, Der Krieg der Parti-
sanen: Memoiren 1941–1945 (Revolucionarni rat, 1977). another representative of naïf 
painting finds attention as the verlag langewiesche publishes a book by nebojša 
Tomašević on Jože Tisnikar (1928–1998).
[GDr]: volk und Welt adds to its list Szenen aus der Jugend eines Starreporters (Pro-
vincijalac, 1976), by momo Kapor (1937–2009), a well-known serbian writer, 
painter, and actor. 

24 see lauer, 891. This edition includes mostly poems written in German.
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1979

[a / frG / ch]:  c. hanser in munich comes out with a verse collection by vasko 
popa, Wolfserde (Vučja so, 1975), translated by milo Dor. 
[GDr]: The auf bau-verlag publishes a new book by andrić: Omer-Pascha La-
tas: Der Marschall des Sultans (Omerpaša Latas, 1977), republished by c. hanser in 
1980. volk und Welt releases an anthology of prose edited by barbara antkowiak: 
Erkundungen: 28 jugoslawische Erzählungen. 

1980

[a / frG / ch]: Two books by ivo andrić, one by miodrag bulatović, and two 
works by milovan Djilas are republished. a volume of poems by vasko popa is 
published by heyne in munich: Nebenhimmel (Sporedno nebo, 1968), translated by 
Karl Dedecius. fritz molden in vienna launches a second edition of Djilas’s Tito. 
Eine kritische Biographie (Druženje s Titom, 1980).25

[GDr]: auf bau publishes a third edition of Derviš i smrt, by meša selimović.

25 lauer’s bibliography provides no information about the first edition (905), which could have been 
released the same year. 
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